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ABSTRACT
In the context of Information Societies, a tremendous amount of information is daily exchanged or
released. Among various information-release cases, medical document release has gained significant attention for its
potential in improving healthcare service quality and efficacy. However, integrity and origin authentication of
released medical documents is the priority in subsequent applications. Moreover, sensitive nature of much of this
information also gives rise to a serious privacy threat when medical documents are uncontrollably made available to
untrusted third parties. Redactable signatures allow any party to delete pieces of an authenticated document while
guaranteeing the origin and integrity authentication of the resulting (released) subdocument. Nevertheless, most of
existing redactable signature schemes (RSSs) are vulnerable to dishonest redactors or illegal redaction detection. To
address the above issues, we propose two distinct RSSs with flexible release control (RSSs-FRC). We also analyse
the performance of our constructions in terms of security, efficiency and functionality. The analysis results show
that the performance of our construction has significant advantages over others, from the aspects of security and
efficiency

INTRODUCTION:
The digital information collected by enterprises,
public administrations, and governments has created
enormous opportunities for knowledge-based
applications. Driven by these benefits, there exists a
high demand for the publication and exchange of
collected data among numerous parties. However,
sensitive information about users is typically
contained in the original documents, and the privacy
would be violated if such data is released without
being
processed.
Document
redaction,
a
straightforward method for privacy-preserving, is to
remove sensitive information from the document. For
example, document redaction is a critical approach
for companies to prevent inadvertent or even
malicious disclosure of proprietary formation while
sharing data with outsourced operations. In recent
years, effective sharing of medical data has gained
significant attention among practitioners as well as in
the scientific community. Because this concept holds
great potential for fostering the collaboration within
the health care community and other parties, such as
pharmaceutical companies, insurance companies and
research institutes, so as to enhance the quality and
efficacy of medical treatment processes. For
example, a hospital may need to release medical data

to a research institute in an attempt to evaluate
a new therapy or develop a new drug. The medical
data ranges from general information such as gender,
social security number, name, date of birth, and home
address to payment information such as credit card
expiration dates and card numbers. Therefore, it is
obligatory to protect patients’ privacy when their
medical data is used for secondary use such as
clinical studies and medical research. Another threat
for medical data sharing is that the released data are
vulnerable to be tempered with. Relevant to this, yet
another important requirement regarding the
secondary use of medical data is to provide an
authentication mechanism for data users. Because
researchers or any third party should be provided
assurances that the data they are accessing or have
received are authentic and have not been falsified. It
is quite obvious that medical data is a valuable asset
to data holders. In order to guarantee an adequate
quality of data, it is crucial to check the origin and
integrity of involved data at any time. In the worst
case, failure to guarantee authentication of medical
data could result in the public losing faith in
healthcare systems, which could lead to severe
restrictions on the development of healthcare service.
Even though there are relevant laws or regulations
concerning ownership rights, effective technical
approaches are also indispensable to protect the
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holders’ rightful possession of data and data
authenticity.

OBJECTIVE MODULES:

RELATED WORK:



User Interface Design.

Redactable signature schemes (RSSs) are vulnerable
to dishonest redactors or illegal redaction detection.
To address the above issues. Over the years, RSSs are
also applied in social networks and smart grid for
dealing with privacy issues. Due to the varieties of
data-structure in distinct practical applications, RSSs
have been extended to address the redaction problem
of different data structures This sort of design is
efficient in solving the unauthorized redaction and
privacy leakage issues in other scenarios of
authenticated documents release.



Insurance Company Plan.



Verification of Bank Statement.



Users Plan.



If Emergency Occurs.



Providing

A new scheme with sanitizing condition control
based on bilinear maps as the solution the first
authenticated document sanitizing scheme with
redaction condition control another authenticated
document sanitizing scheme based on bilinear maps.
Nonetheless, the computation cost of this scheme is
relatively high. security properties in terms of
unforgeability, privacy and transparency. The
security properties are proved in a reduction mode.

two RSSs-FRC as well as their security in
unforgeability, privacy and transparency. The
correctness of our constructions have been
distinctly presented in their respective
verification.

ARCHITECTURE:

to

Insurance

Company.

 Verification

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY:

Bill

from

Insurance

Company.

USER INTERFACE DESIGN:
This is the first module of our project. Theimportant
role for the user is to move login window to user
window. This module has created for the security
purpose. In this login page we have to enter login
user id and password. It will check username and
password is match or not (valid user id and valid
password). If we enter any invalid username or
password we can’t enter into login window to user
window it will shows error message. So we are
preventing from unauthorized user entering into the
login window to user window. It will provide a good
security for our project. So server contain user id and
password server also check the authentication of the
user. It well improves the security and preventing
from unauthorized user enters into the

network. In our project we are using JSP for
creating design. Here we validate the login
user and server authentication.
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PROVIDING
COMPANY:

BILL

TO

INSURANCE

After Getting The Treatment,User Will Buy The Bill
And Gives The Bill To Insurance Company For

Verification And Claiming Process
VERIFICATION
COMPANY:

INSURANCE COMPANY PLAN:
Insurance Company Targets On Several Users And
Verify Them, Insurance Company Ask Users To Get
Insurance From Their Company Through Online.

VERIFICATION OF BANK STATEMENT:
Here insurance company will verify the bank
statements of particular user. After checking the
statement company will provide a insurance for them.

FROM

INSURANCE

Insurance company will verify the bill provided by
the hospital. if it is original means they will claim the
amount to the particular user.
CONCLUSION:
Presented two developments of RSSs-FRC with an
alternate adaptability of discharge control systems to
determine the security conservation and discharge
control issues in discharging confirmed medicinal
reports. The RSSs-FRC1 development enables the
endorser to indicate a base number of subdocument
hinders that the redactor needs to discharge, while the
RSSs-FRC2 development additionally engages
underwriter to direct the reliance of revealable
subdocument squares. Our developments not just
keep the untrustworthy discharge from redacting
report freely yet in addition can identify unlawful
redaction by the verifier. Moreover, the two proposed
RSSs-FRC additionally bolster numerous redaction
controls giving the discharged subdocument is
approved by the endorser. At last, we exhibited the
security confirmation and effectiveness investigation
for our RSSs-FRC. For future work, we intend to

investigate RSSs with redactor responsibility
for security saving arrival of verified
therapeutic archives.

USERS PLAN:
In This Module, User Will Get A Full Health
Insurance From The Assured Company, There They
Will Get Some Offers Like Free Health Checkup
Etc.,After That User Will Claim Insurance Here.
IF EMERGENCY OCCURS:
In This Module, If User Is Affected By Some Severe
Disease Or An Accident They Will Get A Treatment
In Their Specified Hospital And The Bill Will Be
Issued By The Hospital After Getting Full Treatment.
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